
Tech Time: Wikis in the Classroom 

 

What’s a wiki?  

A wiki is a website with multiple authors. Most often, these authors form a community interested in a single 

subject, which is the focus of the wiki. The most famous example of a wiki is Wikipedia. If you have an hour to 

spare, you can learn to use a wiki.  

Why should I use wikis in my classroom?  

 Wikis are a genre that students are often familiar with but have not created themselves. In this way, 

studying wikis can aid students in understanding the importance of genre studies. 

 Wikis can be used to facilitate collaborative work and community-building.  

 Many wikis are free, and their digital nature can reduce your paper load. 

 Wikis use cloud technology so that students can work on a wiki project from anywhere with Internet.  

 Wikis allow you to do assessment in multiple ways. You can keep track of each user’s actions, or you 

can assess in groups.  

 Wikis continue to exist after the class ends, allowing you to learn from past wikis, use past student work 

as examples, and even publish research based on wiki work (all with the appropriate permissions, of 

course).  

How can I use wikis to meet the Writing Program’s learning goals for English 101?  

1. Identifying Genres – Wikis are a broad category of writing that students will usually see intrinsic value 

in understanding.  

2. Creating Content – Students creating wikis will have to think about the purpose, scope, and audience 

for their work.  

3. Organizing Information in Multiple Genres – Wikis can not only serve as one genre to help meet this 

learning goal, but students can also study the many genres of wikis.  

4. Technology/Media – Students will have to develop some basic computer skills, online research ability, 

and awareness of hypertextual writing in order to successfully study/create wikis.  

5. The Trajectories of Literate Activity – Wikis are, by nature, online. What does these mean about 

where they go and how they’re used?  

6. Flexible Research Skills - Students have often been warned not to use Wikipedia as a source. Using 

wikis can give them a chance to think through why this happens. 

7. Using Citation Formats and Citing Source Material in Multiple Genres – Ask students to think 

about how citation happens on wikis. Do people often use APA format, or is it always a hyperlink? 

Why? 

8. Grammatical Usage and Sentence Structure – Have students produce a wiki(s) and be careful to think 

about their potential audience and what sort of mechanical features are accessible to that audience.  

9. Cultural & Social Contexts – Have students study the community-building aspect of wikis. What 

community-based wikis can they find, and what values do these wiki communities have that hold them 

together?  

Where can I learn more? 

Go to ISUwriting.com and visit the Oct. 24 blog entry called “Tech Time: Wikis” for a list of resources and 

wiki services you can try.  

 


